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MAKEUP DAYS

A COLD CASE

Professors Snowballs Land Students in Jail
Turn to
Alternative
Methods

Basketball Guard, Team Manager Face Felony Charges for Saturday’s Incident on Devon Lane
LEFT Charles J. Gill, 21,
is a team manager for the
basketball team.

By KATIE THISDELL
The Breeze

Saturday Classes Scheduled for
Three Weekends in February
By DANIELLE STRICKLER
The Breeze

With back-to-back snowfalls blanketing campus and cancelling classes, makeup days have
been scheduled for the next three Saturdays this
month: Feb. ,  and . Some professors are
exploring other means to teach students missed
material.
Sharon Cote, a professor in the English department, is trying to see if her students would be
willing to come in on Friday, rather than on Saturday, so that students would not have to change
their schedules around as much.
“I would much rather come to campus on a Friday and maybe study at the library until class than
I would any time on a Saturday,” said Jeremy Lugg,
a junior English major.
Tyler Bare, a sophomore music industry
major, said he does not “Students said
mind coming in on
the online
Saturday because the
class would only take lecture was
up a small amount of
very similar
time.
“The only class I to what they
have to make up is
would have
music history, and
that’s because it is one seen in class.”
of the hardest class I
will take in the major,” Kevin Caran
Bare said. “We can’t chemistry and
really get away with biology professor
skipping over material to catch up with the
schedule.”
Kevin Caran, associate professor in chemistry and biology, said that
he has recorded several lectures using Camtasia
Relay and then posted the lectures to JMUTube for
his students to access.
Camtasia Relay is available via the JMU Center
for Instructional Technology (CIT) Web site. It has
a real-time screen capture and audio recording to
produce the JMUtube video. Professors can record
lectures by plugging a headset into a computer
with an interactive display allowing them to record
their voice and anything written on the screen.
Caran surveyed his students to see if they like
Camtasia Relay and said a majority of the responses were positive.
“Students said the online lecture was very similar to what they would have seen in class, and that
they watched the video at their own pace by pausing and going back if needed,” Caran said.
According to Caran, his students said they
would use the videos as study tools and watch the
videos before the next exam. The only downside
students voiced was they could not ask questions
during the video lecture.
Other professors are also posting supplemental videos or readings for the missed class time, or
using Elluminate Live, a Blackboard feature where
professors can have live chats with students, just
like in a class session.
“I think Elluminate Live is great because it allows
us to stay caught up without having to come in to
make classes up,” said sophomore Sam Hunt, who
used the program for a business law class. “Rather
than jut listen to a lecture, we still have the ability
to ask our teacher questions.”
Other professors just post slideshows with notes
on Blackboard.
Some art majors said they don’t think they’ll
need Saturday classes to make up work.
“We have studio time available to us, and most
of our work is on our own anyways,” said Amanda
Hauck, a senior graphic design major.
But as the forecast calls for more snow next
week, some professors said if they miss any more
classes, then they will have no choice but to hold
class time on Saturdays.

The two students charged with
felonies for throwing snowballs
were present at Wednesday’s basketball game against Old Dominion
but declined to comment on the
incident.
Ryan William Knight and Charles
Joseph Gill, both , face felony
charges for throwing missiles Saturday at occupied vehicles on Devon
Lane.
Knight, a junior, is a walk-on guard
for JMU’s basketball team. He sat out
the  to  season as a medical

RIGHT Ryan W. Knight, 21,
has played sparingly this
season. Both men declined to
comment Wednesday.

redshirt and has only played in one
game this season. He declined to
comment before Wednesday’s loss
when he sat with the team.
The Tulsa, Okla., native will be
barred from traveling with the team
or playing until the courts make a

decision, according to Jeff Bourne,
JMU’s director of athletics. If convicted, he said Knight would face
penalties from the athletic department regarding playing time or

continued on page 4

RESTAURANT REVIEW

a  of 
Pennybackers Boasts Rustic Appeal, Robust Menu
By AMBER LOGSDON | contributing writer

lacing one’s elbows on the glass tabletops at
Pennybackers, a diner notices something
unique about the furniture. On each tabletop
is a different image, made entirely out of pennies.
The waiter immediately points out their originality
and introduces a challenge. Most of the design is made
out of face-down pennies, but  of them are face-up. The
waiter invites the customer to find all .

PHOTOS BY DAN GORIN / THE BREEZE

The interior of Pennybackers is filled with rustic
wooden furniture. ABOVE Each table is covered in
pennies and was designed and donated by various groups.

As a part of the Harrisonburg
Children’s Museum’s annual auction, owners Ted and Tammy
Brown decided to sell their tabletops as a fundraiser. The winners
were given the opportunity to make
their own personal mark on the new
restaurant
Chris Richmond, a kitchen manager, said the winners come back
on occasion and request to sit at

Census Errors, Security Concerns Prompt Review
WASHINGTON — The head of the Census
Bureau said Friday that he has ordered a review
of the government’s efforts to protect the identity of individuals who fill out their census
forms after researchers discovered months
ago that years of publicly available data on the
elderly has numerous errors due to the goverment’s use of “masking” techniques.
Robert Groves, director of the bureau, said
the programming mistake responsible for the
bad data had been corrected going forward,
and it would not affect the  Census. Groves
said he was considering a rerelease of the
affected statistics, dating from  to .
The review, and the errors that prompted it,
come as census forms are about to mailed to

Virginia state code 18.2-154
states that any person throwing a
“missile” at an occupied motor vehicle
with malicious intent is guilty of a
felony, regardless of the object.
Though Harrisonburg attorney
Bob Keefer of the Keefer Law
Firm is not involved with the case
for the JMU students accused of
throwing snowballs as missiles, he
said this statute is complicated.
“My question is where is the
peril to their life?” Keefer said.

see CHARGES, page 4

NATIONAL CENSUS

The Washington Post

A look at the law

every home in the country. A House subcommittee hearing Wednesday will look at how
the census is promoting itself in hard-to-count
areas, usually poor, immigrant and minority
locales.
The errors are in data typically used by
researchers in academia, government and
marketing. The errors
involve the ages and
 What do
gender of people  and
students
need to do to older.
In a paper pubparticipate?
lished last month by the
PAGE 3
National Bureau of Economic Research, three
demographers said some of the census statistics may have been off by as much as  percent.
In one of the examples cited, the census had

the national ratio of men to women implausibly increasing dramatically among people in
their mid-s.
Census officials already have posted a warning on the data, cautioning researchers that the
gender ratio is wrong.
The errors are the result of the extraordinary
lengths the Census Bureau goes to maintain the
confidentiality of people who fill out the forms.
Before releasing the statistics to researchers, a
review panel scrubs them of information that
could potentially identify individuals, if someone were looking hard enough.
Some information is “reduced” to make it
less precise, said Laura Zayatz, chair of the disclosure review board. For example, someone
see ERRORS, page 7

“their” table.
“It’s great to see the kids go,
‘Oooh!’ seeing their creations,” Richmond said.
Some of the designs feature JMU
logos, and even people’s faces, using
creatively cut pennies.
Pennybackers is located in the
old Pennybacker Building on
see PENNYBACKERS, page 10
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POLICE LOG
unattended in Festival.

Larceny

 On Feb. 4, a JMU student

 On Feb. 5, a JMU employee

reported theft of a truck with
a dump bed and snowplow,
valued at $26,445, from the
University Services Building.
 On Feb. 3, a JMU student
reported theft of an iPod,
valued at $250, from an
unsecured UREC locker.
 On Feb. 3, a JMU student
reported theft of a coat,
valued at $165, from an
unsecured UREC cubby.
 On Feb. 3, a JMU student
reported theft of a cell
phone, valued at $88, left

reported theft of a
purse in Top Dog.

Property Damage

 On Monday, a JMU employee

reported $200 in damage to
an exterior Jackson Hall door.
 On Feb. 4, a JMU student
reported $100 damage to a
vehicle’s upholstery in the
Warsaw Parking Deck.

Alcohol & Drugs

 On Feb. 5, police arrested

a JMU student, who also
received two judicial referrals,

for alleged public intoxication
and underaged consumption
at the intersection of Port
Road and Bluestone Drive.
 On Monday, police arrested
a JMU student, who also
received a judicial referral,
for alleged marijuana
possession in Hillside Hall.
 On Sunday, two JMU
students received judicial
referrals for an alleged drug
violation in Eagle Hall.
 On Feb. 5, a JMU student
received a judicial referral
for alleged underaged
consumption in Wayland Hall.
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Counterterrorism
Efforts Set Back
WASHINGTON — The European
Parliament on Thursday strongly rejected a deal that would have allowed U.S.
authorities continued access to data
on European bank transfers, striking
a blow to the Obama administration’s
effort to continue a controversial global terrorist finance tracking program
begun under the George W. Bush
administration.
The lawmakers’  to  vote is
sure to spark a transatlantic tussle
over what the United States has said is
a significant tool in tracking and disrupting terrorist plots aimed at the U.S.
and Europe.
The vote came despite intense lobbying in recent days. The parliament’s
president, Jerzy Buzek, said the assembly wants more safeguards for civil
liberties and believes human rights
have been compromised in the name
of security.
The U.S. ambassador to the E.U., William Kennard, threatened last week to
bypass the federation entirely in counterterrorism efforts if the parliament
nixed the agreement.
The deal would have allowed data
sharing for nine months while the

CEOs Predict
Economic Rebound
WASHINGTON — Chief executive officers in the U.S. are more confident that
the world’s largest economy is on the
road to recovery as the job market stabilizes and business investment increases,
a private survey found.
The Business Council’s confidence
gauge climbed to . this month, the
highest in at least four years and up
from . in an October survey, a report
from the Washington-based group today
showed. Readings greater than  signal
economic growth.
Almost  percent of the executives
surveyed said employment at their companies is likely to remain stable this year,
indicating the economy will be slow to
recover the . million jobs lost since the
recession began. By contrast, the share of
company chiefs that said they will invest
more on new plants and equipment doubled to almost  percent.
“These are encouraging signs, even
if not all of us believe that the recovery
is, as yet, underway,” JPMorgan Chase
& Co. Chief Executive Officer Jamie

Dimon said in a statement for the group.
“Business looks to be getting back into
business — though there remains much
to be cautious about.”
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U.S. Team Seeks
Winter Olympic Gold
VANCOUVER, B.C. — The U.S. Olympic team that parades into the Opening
Ceremonies of the Winter Games in Vancouver on Friday will bear, for the first
time ever, the look and swagger of a winter sports powerhouse. Team USA holds
medal prospects in well-known sports
and obscure ones, raising at least a glimmer of hope that the United States can,
for the first time in  years, win more
medals than any other nation.
Despite its dominance at the Summer
Olympics, the United States historically
has been a second-tier Winter Olympic
nation that has excelled largely in sports
popular among U.S. television audiences,
such as figure skating and hockey.
But after more than a decade of trying to spur medal production from
untapped winter disciplines, the U.S.
Olympic Committee has finally assembled a deep, balanced team with medal
hopes from ice dancing to luge to crosscountry skiing.
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As snow continued to blanket the Valley,
Harrisonburg and Rockingham County
declared a local state of emergency. This
allows the local government to have access
to federal funding if President Obama sees
the Valley as a federal disaster area.

Nick Poe, the general manager of
Jimmy John’s on Port Republic Road,
said much of their business was hindered by the 18 inches of snow that
pummeled Harrisonburg on Friday.
Jimmy John’s closed its deliveries early
Friday and all day Saturday.

It also permits the city to purchase snowclearing services faster, rather than
following standard procedure, and share
resources with other counties.
Coping with the snowstorms has pushed the
city nearly $200,000 over the snow removal
budget. Typically, the state sets aside $70 million
to $80 million. However, Virginia has already
used about $79 million to clear the snow.

“We went out for longer and
carried more deliveries
at one time with us,”

City crews have worked in two 12-hour shifts per
day to clear the snow-covered roads. Snowfall
less than 6 inches is usually cleared within 24
hours after the snow has stopped, while 6 to
10 inches is usually cleared within 48 hours.

Matt Lawless

delivers for Tutti Gusti

With about 30 pieces of equipment and
60 employees, the city is not lacking in
machinery. City spokeswoman Miriam
Dickler said while Harrisonburg is running
low on salt, a new supply is on its way.

“We were easily down about 200 to
300 percent,” Poe said. “A lot of people
assumed we were closed and didn’t

paul jones / the breeze

see food, page 4

Push for the Count
What the census asks
1 How many people were living or staying in
this house, apartment or mobile home on
April 1, 2010? (Do not count anyone living
away at college or in the Armed Forces.)
2 Were there any additional people
staying here April 10, 2010 that you
did not include in Question 1?
3 Is this house, apartment or mobile home —
n Owned by you or someone in this

household with a mortgage or loan?
n Owned by you or someone in this household

free and clear (without a mortgage or loan)?
n Rented?
n Occupied without payment of rent?

4 What is your telephone number?
5 Provide information for each person living here.
(Start with Person 1 then continue with others.)
6 What is Person 1’s sex?
7 What is Person 1’s age, and what
is Person 1’s date of birth?
8 Is Person 1 of Hispanic, Latino or Spanish origin?

U.S. Census to Be Mailed to All On-, Off-Campus Residences
By Katie Thisdell
The Breeze

It’s been 10 years since the U.S. Census last
counted the country’s population and now it’s
time to do it again.
Starting in March, the 10-question survey
form will be mailed to all residential addresses in
the country — including to students. JMU wants
to make sure students know why it’s important
for them to complete the form.
“The last time the census happened, you guys
were 10,” said Andy Perrine, JMU’s associate vice
president for communications and marketing.
“It’s not in your awareness that it matters at
all.”
Members of the Student Government Association worked with Perrine to organize a stop
at JMU from the U.S. Census Tour on Thursday.
However, the event was canceled Tuesday due
to weather concerns. Perrine does not think it
will be rescheduled.
Yet, JMU will still encourage students who live
on and off campus to fill out the forms and send

them back by the deadline.
“It’s mainly the off-campus students that are
the challenge because what’s going to happen
is the 10-question census questionnaire will be
coming to their residence off campus and if they
have no idea what it is or what it represents, I
could see them just tossing it out,” Perrine said.
On campus, he said the Office of Residence
Life plans to work with students in dorms to
complete the forms.
Students should also consider themselves
residents of where they “live and sleep,” not
where their parents live, according the U.S. Census Web site.
During the 2008 election and voter registration, many students questioned what was
considere their actual residence. But Perrine
said the tour’s planned stop was probably not
connected to the voter-registration confusion in
Harrisonburg.
“In our minds it’s linked for certain, but the
census doesn’t concern itself with the politics
see census, page 4

9 What is Person 1’s race? (Can
mark one or more boxes)
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

White
Black, African Am. or Negro
American Indian or Alaska native
Asian Indian
Chinese
Filipino
Other Asian
Japanese
Korean
Vietnamese
Native Hawaiian
Guamanian or Chamorro
Samoan
Other Pacific Islander
Some other race

The effects

2010
CENSUS

10 Does Person 1 sometimes live
or stay somewhere else?
Source: http://www.census.gov
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Why are you a part of SGA?
I really want to do something for
the students. I love being that
voice, and I definitely think SGA
is a means of being so. I recently
was put on the academic planning
committee, which works directly
with the teaching staff, so I’m
really excited about that. I hope to
do something regarding textbook
prices.

Senate Also is Updated on Performing Arts Center

The JMU fly-fishing club is trying to
come back after its absence for about
three years. Because a previous president graduated, the group fell apart. At
Tuesday’s SGA meeting, current members asked the SGA for about $2,500 to
rejuvenate their organization.
Although the recent SGA meeting
was cut short due to inclement weather threats, senators spent much of the
meeting deciding how to go about funding the fly-fishing club.
The exact amount of funds the group
needed remained inconclusive at the
end of the meeting as a result of miscommunication between the finance
committee and the group that met with
the fly fishing club, according to senator
Lauren Waldt.
Before time ran out, the senate agreed

in brief
harrisonburg

CVS Rezoning Approved

A new CVS on the corner of South
High Street and South Avenue is
one step closer to construction.
Harrisonburg City Council approved a
rezoning Tuesday. The proposal calls
for razing the structures on the 2.4acre area, including homes, a billboard
and businesses.
general assembly

Handgun Bill Passes

Two bills by area lawmakers have
advanced to the House of Delegates
and Senate. The bills would allow
handgun owners with concealed
weapons permits to carry guns into
restaurants. The bills passed through
committees and now face another
vote.

Bill Shelved for
Privatizing ABC Stores

The Virginia General Assembly
decided Wednesday to shelve a bill
that would privatize Virginia’s staterun liquor stores by auctioning the
licenses to businesses. Sen. Mark
Obenshain, R-Harrisonburg, said
the bill will unlikely be used in the
current session but has the potential
to resurface in a later session. Gov.
Bob McDonnell, a proponent of the
bill, hopes to use the proceeds to fund
Virginia’s transportation budget.

Bill Bans Internal
Tracking Devices

The Virginia House of Delegates
passed a bill Wednesday to ban the
forced use of internal tracking devices.
Del. Mark Cole, who voted for the bill,
said the law’s intent would not require
a person to wear a tracking device as a
condition of employment.

Plastic-Bag Fee Killed

A fee for using plastic grocery bags was
struck down Tuesday in the General
Assembly. Two delegates had hoped to
penalize shoppers who used the bags.
One bill would have imposed a nickel
fee for each bag; the profits would
have been split between the store and
the state’s waterway cleanup efforts.
The other would have banned their
use in the sponsor’s hopes to help the
environment and save stores money.

meet the senator

Fly-Fishing Club Restarts
By Ryan F. Platt
The Breeze

Residents across
the country should
fill out the 10question census
form to be counted
as part of their
city’s population.
The results are
used to distribute
funding to all types
of infrastructure,
such as public safety,
transportation and
medical care. The
census asks students
to be counted in their
college towns, not
where their parents
live.

Graphic by anna young / the breeze

Student government
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More Snow Forecast,
City in State of
Emergency

Food Deliveries Keep
Trekking on Snow Days

Senior accounting major Matt Lawless finds his job delivering for Tutti
Gusti exponentially more difficult when
snow falls.
“My manager had to drive me around
in his Jeep, because my car wasn’t good
for the snow,” Lawless said. “Even in his
car, there was definitely some gliding,
some brakes locking.”
Since the snow began falling last Friday morning, several local restaurants
have lost delivery business.
For example, Tutti Gusti was unable
to deliver to the Commons and Copper
Beech apartment complexes last weekend because of the hazardous roads.
“We went out for longer and carried
more deliveries at one time with us,”
Lawless said. “Most people didn’t want
to be constantly in and out of the cold
driving.”

snow showers
34°/21°
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local businesses

By Matt Sutherland
The Breeze

Monday

partly cloudy
36°/22°

on the resolution with a mutual understanding that the exact amount would
be determined at a later time.
The meeting began with an update
on JMU’s new Performing Arts Center,
presented by Marilou Johnson, interim
dean of the College of Visual and Performing Arts.
She showed pictures of the construction and what the building will look like
inside. She said although workers still
have a sufficient amount to do, it is
coming together.
“The center will be 175,000 square
feet, the largest and most expensive on
campus,” Johnson said.
The Performing Arts Center is
designed as two separate buildings connected by a breezeway.
A f t e r o p e n i ng i n Ap r i l , t h e
see SGA, page 4

Jaclyn McConville
junior political science
major (pre-law)
member of the academic
planning committee

n
n

Why did you pick JMU?

I’m a transfer student from East
Carolina, but JMU was my first
pick, so once I realized I didn’t like
it there, I transferred as soon as I
could.

What other activities are
you involved in other than
SGA? Well, I’m a T.A. for GPSYC

for David Daniel, and I work in the
foreign language department as
well.

What’s your favorite part
about JMU? Definitely the

people. Everyone’s so nice. My last
school wasn’t like this at all.

Where’s your favorite place
to eat on campus? My new

one is Top Dog.

What do you think of all the
snow we’ve been getting?

I’m from northern New Jersey, so
I’m used to it. I don’t think we are
down here though, but I like the
snow. I even went sledding the
other day on ISAT hill.

What are your plans after
college? Law school. I want to

be a criminal prosecutor. I’m not
exactly sure where I want to go,
but somewhere in a city, maybe
D.C.

What’s your least favorite?

I don’t have one.

Who’s your favorite U.S.
president? JFK.
What, so far this year, are
you most proud of that SGA
has done? I was away the first

semester abroad, but I like what
we did, from what I heard, with
what we did with the bus survey. I
just hope it has an effect.
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CHARGES | Brady: ‘Obviously Disappointed’

SEE BREAKING
NEWS?

from front

suspension from the team.
Bourne added the athletic
department looks at each student-athlete case independently
and that the sanctions brought
forth depend on the severity of
the charge.
Gill, a junior, is a manager
for the basketball team. He will
also be suspended from traveling with the team until the court
decision, Bourne said. Gill also
declined to comment when
approached Wednesday. Gill
was not sitting with the team,
but he was seen conversing with
JMU police officer David Conley
near an exit.
“We obviously are disappointed,” JMU basketball coach Matt
Brady said. “I hope they are not
convicted of a felony. A felony is
a very serious charge.”
Brady said the punishment
would follow the student-athletic handbook and precedence.
“We deal with these types of
situations as any teams here at
JMU do,” Brady said. “We take it
very seriously and we deal with
any kind of disciplinary action
in-house.”
The incident has been reported on and joked about by
national and even international news sources, including the
Drudge Report and Rush Limbaugh’s radio show.
Knight and Grill allegedly
threw snowballs at a snowplow
truck around  p.m. Saturday
along the  block of Devon
Lane, according to Harrisonburg
police. After the driver called
police for help, the two men
allegedly continued to throw
snowballs as the plow and an
unmarked patrol car drove by.
According to Mary-Hope
Vass, spokeswoman for Harrisonburg Police, the men then
threw shovels full of snow onto
the windshields of both vehicles
and into the inside of the police
vehicle. When first asked about

continued
from front

Cuts Jimmy John’s Sales
from page 3

even bother to call. We just didn’t want to see our drivers get
hurt.”
Jimmy John’s “could have seen a  percent increase in sales
had we been able to deliver all the time,” Poe said. “Instead, we
only had about a quarter of the sales we usually get.”
Other larger businesses, like Domino’s, delivered throughout
the weekend.
“Some stores had trouble doing delivery until two o’ clock on
Saturday,” said Tom Hutton, co-owner of Harrisonburg’s Domino’s franchises.
Although Domino’s delivery drivers did not have any accidents, “no one is required to drive if they feel unsafe about the
conditions on the road,” Hutton said.
Hutton also cited an increase in Domino’s sales Saturday, stating there was almost three times the rate of deliveries.
The increase in delivery sales can also be explained by the
number of JMU students who were snowed in, both on and off
campus.

SGA | ISA Plans

Omni, Diversity Event

Ryan Knight (center) watches
Wednesday’s basketball game.

DAIVD CASTERLINE / THE BREEZE

“It is a safety hazard to throw
things at a moving vehicle,” Vass
said. “People could be hurt.”
Senior Eileen Waters lives on
Devon Lane and watched, along
with a crowd of other students,
the two men’s arrests.
“One girl yelled, ‘Let them go!’
and the cop turned and yelled
‘No!’ ” Waters said.
Harrisonburg police officer Charles Grubbs filed the
charges.
Some students, such as freshman art major Kaleigh Gilliland,
believe that Knight’s and Gill’s
actions were wrong.

“It was dumb on their part,”
Gilliland said. “They knew they
were gonna get caught, because
there was someone in the plow.
I think they deserve the felony, because it was damaging
property.”
Senior business management
major Brett Abrams disagreed.
“I think the felony is a bit
extreme,” Adams said. “There
should be a little more structure
in the law.”
Breeze reporters Allie
Conroy and Megan Reichart
contributed to this article.

CENSUS | Billions Depend on Results
from page 3

of it,” Perrine said.
Junior Dan Smolkin, SGA’s vice
president for academic affairs, said
the organization is continuing its
effort to tell the campus about the

breezenews@gmail.com

FOOD | Snow Greatly

The preliminary hearing would
be the first opportunity for a
judge to interpret the statute.
“It just depends on the
facts,” Keefer said.
In 2007, a North Carolina
woman was found guilty under
the same statute for maliciously throwing a missile into
an occupied vehicle while driving in Northern Virginia.
Jessica Hall, then 25, had
been driving on backed-up
Interstate 95 with her children
and her pregnant sister. After
being cut off by another car,
she threw a McDonald’s cup of
ice into the other car. No one
was injured.
After spending more than
a month in jail, Hall was sentenced to probation instead of
the jury’s recommendation of
two years in prison.
If convicted in the Feb. 6
snowball incident, 21-year-olds
Ryan W. Knight and Charles J.
Gill face one to five years in
prison and a maximum $2,500
fine.

the incident, Vass did not mention the shovels, but she later
added that information in a
news release she sent Tuesday.
There was no damage to either
vehicle, she said.
“It doesn’t matter what object
you throw at a moving vehicle,
it could be anything, it would
all fall under the specific charge
they received,” Vass said.
She said the hazardous driving
conditions made the situation
worse. Police received five calls
Friday evening for people throwing snowballs at vehicles and
one call Saturday.

E-MAIL THE NEWS DEPT.

census’ importance despite the tour’s
cancellation.
“It’s just as much a civic duty as voting is, but it only happens every 
years,” Smolkin said. “As JMU students
we shouldn’t just identify with the university, we should also identify with the

city.”

Why does it matter?

The distribution of billions of dollars of “census money” depends on the
results, and that could affect how cities
and states are run.

from page 3

center will house the entirety of JMU’s performing arts program,
with multiple performance rooms for the music program, new
performing spaces for the theatre department and several new
dance studios.
Also during the meeting, the senate approved $ for JMU’s
group in the National Society of Minorities in Hospitality to
attend a networking conference. In addition, it gave $, to
the Madison Investment Fund to attend a March conference in
Ohio.
The International Student Association also received $, to
help cover the expenses of Omni, an international presentation
preaching diversity. The group said it requires help to pay for
sound, lighting and advertising for the event that they expressed
was all of Harrisonburg as well. Members have invited several
area high schools as well as area nursing homes to the event.

“For instance, if Harrisonburg was
undercounted because five or six thousand students didn’t respond that they
were residents of Harrisonburg, the city
would get less money,” Perrine said.
“Where we might need wider roads on
Port Republic because of the traffic,
we wouldn’t be able to make the case
for it because, according to the census,
we didn’t have the population issue we

claimed to have.”
Many types of infrastructure are
affected by the census results, including
transportation, public safety and medical care. College tuition grant and loan
programs also see the impact, according to the U.S. Census Web site.
Researchers at universities and other
institutions also use the results in their
studies.
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EDITORIAL

A Civic Duty
We encourage students to fill out the  Census that will
arrive in mailboxes in the coming weeks. While the Census serves
to count the population, the information gathered from the survey
is also used to allocate seats in the House of Representatives, having
an immediate effect on Harrisonburg.
Counting students as Harrisonburg residents allows the city to
receive funds for transportation, hospitals and emergency services,
among other things. If students don’t fill out the Census, Harrisonburg is cheated of several thousand community members that call
the city home eight months of the year and the funds those members
can receive.
The Census Bureau asks that students fill out the Census from
where they sleep and stay, including out-of-state students.
Help make Harrisonburg a safer place by doing your civic duty.

JOHN SCOTT | don’t tread on me
DARTS & PATS ARE ANONYMOUSLY SUBMITTED AND PRINTED ON A SPACE-AVAILABLE BASIS.
SUBMISSIONS CREATIVELY DEPICT A GIVEN SITUATION, PERSON OR EVENT AND DO NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE TRUTH.

breezejmu.org» submit darts & pats

A “you-don’t-control-me” dart
to my imagination for making me
think everyone’s talking about me
behind my back.
From that guy everyone’s talking
about.
A “that-pizza-wasn’t-reallyworth-it” dart to PC Dukes for

giving me food poisoning.
From a guy who decided not to go
out but still threw up at  a.m.
A “you’re-making-me-fat”
dart to the snow that makes me sit
around and eat everything in my
apartment.
From a girl who thinks that if this
snow keeps falling, she’s gonna have
to invest in larger clothes.
A “let-the-little-swimmerssink” dart to Potty Mouth for

A “get-over-yourself,-pal”
dart to a certain toolish fraternity
president who said “Don’t you
know who I am?” at a party.
From a Greek-life junior who now
understands where the stereotype
comes from .
A “thanks-for-the-coolbackground” pat to the snow for

looking sweet in pictures.
From a girl who thinks that
looking sweet is all that you’re good
for.
A “new-kind-of-weapon-ofmass-destruction” pat to the
snow missile felons for making
front page news and panicking the
entire city.
From a Duke who thinks people
need to chill out.

informing our JMU gentlemen on
how to increase the potency of
their sperm.
From a JMU female who doesn’t
need your “soldiers” to be any more
viable than they already are.

A “pimple-popping-party”
dart to the girl who popped her
boyfriend’s pimple at lunch, then
proceeded to continue eating.
From a girl who prefers her
sandwich bacteria-free.

A “thanks-for-making-therainy-days-brighter” pat to an

An “everyone-hates-thembut-me” pat to my girlfriend for
coming up with hundreds of pet
names for me.
From your
honey-bunches-of-oatmeal-cookieswith-milk-on-the-side.

amazing friend who manages to
add some sunshine to my life even
from , miles away.
From a girl studying abroad in
Scotland...where every day is a
rainy day!

A “now-I-do-feel-alone” dart
to the article about spooning in
Tuesday’s Life section.
From a guy who wishes you had
acknowledged that loving and
spooning don’t only take place
between guy-girl straight couples.
A “you-were-the-Chosen-One”
dart to Anakin Skywalker.
From Obi-Wan Kenobi.
A “life’s-not-fair” dart to our
batteries for dying halfway through
our intense game of electronic
“Life”.
From a then sales manager with
two kids and a promotion on the
way.
A “No-Child-Left-Behind” pat to
the “not in service” bus driver who
took me home anyway, so I didn’t
have to wait in the snow.
From a really thankful student
who hates all the snow.
An “above-and-beyond” pat to
the Chinese delivery man who
helped us shovel off our stairs.
From two girls who are grateful
they’ll no longer egg-roll down the
stairs.
An “at-least-the-coffee-wassaved” pat to the girl who helped
me up after I slipped outside of
Miller Hall.
From a thankful chai-tea-latte
drinker who enjoyed her coffee but
not her bruised behind.

Editorial
Policies
The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

An “I-busted-my-butt-five-

times-on-my-way-to-class”

dart to JMU for failing to salt the
sidewalks.
From a bruised senior who
wishes you would be more prepared
for snowstorms.
A “this-is-not-’Grey’sAnatomy’ ” dart to the e-mail

telling students to beware of falling
snow and icicles.
From a junior who refuses to look
up.

A “stop-stomping,-startwalking” dart to the elephants

above me who have a less than
desirable need to stomp, roll and
dive around the apartment all day
long.
From Mr. Rogers who has not
always wanted to have a neighbor
just like you.
A “told-you-we-wouldn’truin-them” pat to the dude who
graciously let us borrow his purple
pants.
From two girls who were
whiskey-bent on sharing them with
the world.
A “begun-the-Clone-War-has”
dart to JMU girls.
From Yoda, who realizes the
Chancellor’s plan to take over JMU
with an army of girls in Uggs and
North Face fleeces.
A “sympathetic-pat” to the darts.
From the pats who hope things
get better soon.

Va. Fights for States’ Rights
The Virginia Healthcare Freedom Act,
submitted by Republican Delegate Bob
Marshall, protects a Virginian’s right
to participate in or decline to participate in a health care system. The bill
is a challenge to
the U.S. Senate’s
version of health
insurance reform
which mandates
that all citizens
purchase health
i n s u ra n c e. I f
passed and
signed by Gov.
Bob McDonnell,
the legislation will grant Virginia Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli the power
to defend any Virginia taxpayer against
the Internal Revenue Service — who is
directed by the congressional legislation
to collect fines from individuals who
refuse to purchase health insurance.
Some argue Congress has the authority to mandate the purchase of health
insurance under the Commerce
Clause. However, the Congressional
Research Service described in 
the constitutional problems with the
health insurance reform: “Despite the

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

of Delegates for consideration. One suspends state enforcement of the Clean Air
Act and defers to the Environmental
Protection Agency to enforce cap-andtrade provisions. It also provides that
Virginia lawmakers will not implement
the environmental Copenhagen Accord
unless it is part of a treaty signed by the
U.S. Senate. The other bill bans the use
of Virginia prisons for terrorist detentions. Additionally, Republican Delegate
Charles Carrico has submitted legislation nullifying federal regulation of arms
and munitions manufactured and distributed within Virginia borders.
Although the concepts behind the
proposals seem logical, the spirit of the
legislation is purely majestic. Marshall
writes in a recent newsletter, “Rights are
not kept secure by silence or timidity in
defending them.” These efforts encompass Virginia’s fight for its rightful power,
granted by the U.S. Constitution’s Tenth
Amendment, to regulate and protect its
own citizens when power is not delegated to the federal government.
John Scott is a senior writing,
rhetoric & technical communication
major and former SGA senator.

WHITTEN MAHER | gadfly

An Admirable Admiral
‘Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell’ Goes Against Morality and Practicality

The “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy is an
abomination.
The policy was the fruit of President Clinton’s  attempt to end the
ban on gays in the military. He failed
and ended up signing a compromise
that did next to
nothing. Since
then Gen. John
Shalikashvili,
who served as
Clinton’s chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff,
has penned two
op-eds (one
in  for the
New York Times and another last June
for The Washington Post) expressing his
change of heart.
The current chairman of the Joint
Chiefs, Adm. Mike Mullen, and Defense
Sec. Robert Gates have now announced
they seek to change the policy.
There are two main arguments
against repealing DADT. Neither of
them is compelling to anyone except
the most rabid social conservative who
just wants an excuse to impose their
personal moral code on a military in
which they do not serve.
The first rationale is one of morality, expressed bluntly by Mullen’s
predecessor, Gen. Peter Pace, in .
Of homosexuality, he proclaimed: “We
prosecute that kind of immoral behavior,” likening it to adultery. Such a
moral argument falls flat — Pace’s military had (and still does) a policy under
which any gay man or woman who
successfully serves his or her country
must be an accomplished liar. “Don’t
tell” forces citizens to deceive officials
in order to join or remain in service.
If something is wrong, it’s wrong. It is

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

breadth of powers that have been exercised under the Commerce Clause, it is
unclear whether the clause would provide a solid constitutional foundation for
legislation containing a requirement to
have health insurance.”
The House bill was reported from the
House Commerce and Labor Committee
on Feb.  and awaits a vote on the floor.
However, the Virginia Senate version of
the Healthcare Freedom Act, backed by
Sens. Fred Quayle, Stephen Martin and
Jill Holtzman Vogel, passed - on
the floor. “[The Feb. ] bipartisan vote
illustrates just how far out of touch Democrats like Rep. Tom Perriello, D-th, and
Rep. Gerry Connolly, D-th, are on the
issue of health care,” said Pat Mullins, the
Republican Party of Virginia chairman
in a press release. “When Republicans
asked [Virginia] Senate Democrats to
join them in standing up against federal overreach, five decided to put the
rights of their constituents ahead of the
wishes of Washington, D.C.”
The Healthcare Freedom Act is not
the only valiant attempt by the General
Assembly to nullify unconstitutional federal legislation. Marshall has submitted
two similarly-minded bills to the House
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just as wrong when done in secret as it
is when done in a public square. But we
know that homosexuality is not wrong.
So if the moral argument fails to support our quiet discrimination against
homosexuality, we come to see the two
true choices: an outright, enforced ban
or the admission of openly gay men
and women into our armed forces.
Those who oppose DADT’s repeal
would likely favor an outright ban on
gays serving. Otherwise, they would
support the other main argument
against lifting the ban. This other
argument focuses on efficacy and the
practical effect such change would
have on our troops. It accepts that our
nation has a longstanding policy of asking men and women of honor to lie.
Ironically, a man who has earned
accolades for honor and integrity in
serving his country, Sen. John McCain,
is of this view. As ranking Republican
on the U.S. Senate Armed Services
Committee, he has stated that, although
“imperfect,” DADT should remain
because it has been “effective.”
The focus of this argument is “unit
cohesion.” It suggests (without any
scientific evidence) the presence of
homosexuality would disrupt that
cohesion, to the detriment of field
operations. According to McCain, the
issue would be on the front lines, in the
chain of command.
In that case, we should privilege the
appraisal of the military brass, not the
legislature.
The commander in chief, the secretary of defense and the chairman of
the Joint Chiefs are saying we need a
change in policy. The three men at the
head of America’s armed forces want to
finally, in Mullen’s words, do “the right
thing.” Along with rightful authority on

the matter, they seem to have all the
evidence on their side as well.
A  Government Accountability Office report (done at the behest of
then-Sen. John Warner of Virginia, who
rebuked Pace’s  comments) found
that other countries that lifted (or
never had) a ban on gays openly serving did not have the problems cited in
our current debate. The Israeli military,
generally considered the second-most
formidable on earth, has among its
ranks openly gay men and women. An
award-winning essay in a  edition
of Joint Force Quarterly, published for
the Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman by the
Institute for National Strategic Studies,
found that the “cohesion” argument
does not stand up. Not a surprise given
that the same arguments were made
against the racial integration of the military. (The military got over it.)
A  blue-ribbon commission
found the cost of DADT to be $
million over  years. Add to that the
gaping hole left by highly educated and
trained medical personnel and the 
Arabic linguists discharged under the
policy in the past five years.
Arguments that cite “unit cohesion”
in the face of overwhelming evidence
to the contrary and the expert opinions of top officials are stupid excuses
springing from prejudice. They ignore
the facts. They ignore our all-volunteer
military’s staggering need. They ignore
the cost of the policy, both to our servicemembers and to our nation’s
integrity.
They shouldn’t be listened to anymore. Adm. Mullen should be.
Whitten Maher is a senior political
science major and design editor at
The Breeze.
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MANE EVENT
ACROSS
1 A lot
6 Bungle
10 Makes a touchdown
16 Hen’s hubby
19 Deck type
20 Ford or Grey
21 Frolic
22 Poster abbr.
23 Start of a remark by
Jack Simmons
26 Distant
27 Expensive appetizer
28 Common contraction
29 Charon’s river
30 Wallach or Whitney
31 Moore of “G.I. Jane”
34 Writer Paretsky
37 Actor Tremayne
40 Hangs tinsel
42 Command to Fido
45 Cries like a baby
48 Part 2 of remark

Friday, February 12, 2010

53 React to a pun
54 Enthusiast
55 “Dallas” matriarch
56 Lummoxlike
58 Had a hankering
60 Mister, in Munich
62 Architect’s add-on
63 Harness part
64 Radio and TV
65 Duncan’s denial
66 “- a Song Go Out of
My Heart” (‘38 tune)
69 - Bank, NJ
70 Part 3 of remark
75 HST’s successor
78 On the briny
79 Service charge
80 Disconcert
84 Cubist Rubik?
86 Business abbr.
88 Starchy tuber
90 Moved like a mouse
92 - del Sol
94 Teatime treat

96.Tachometer meas.
98 Lawn ornament
99 Part 4 of remark
103 Lots of laughter
104 JFK lander
105 Intense
106 Vane letters
107 Tend the garden
109 Pipe part
110 Cry of discovery
113 Spanish dance
116 Allen’s partner
120 Passed into law
124 - Baba
125 End of remark
130 - Buddhism
131 Lunar spacecraft
132 Skater Heiden
133 Kovacs or Pyle
134 Actress Caldwell
135 Scrimshaw material
136 Mr. Walesa
137 Cassandra and Merlin

DOWN
1 Fountain order
2 Nursery furniture
3 Alan of “California
Suite”
4 Holmes’ creator
5 Reel
6 Take off
7 Tyler or Ullmann
8 Colorado native
9 Saloon
10 Trauma aftermath
11 Spelunker’s spot
12 It bakes the cake
13 Alex Haley book
14 Directional suffix
15 Sault - Marie, MI
16 27th president
17 All right
18 Chico or Karl
24 Textbook headings
25 “Bali -”
29 Finn’s friend
31 See 91 Down
32 Distinguished
33 Flavor enhancer:
abbr.
35 Honest name
36 Durban dough
37 Word form for
“study”
38 - Zimbalist, Jr.
39 Rock’s - Poneys
41 Ring official
42 Missouri airport abbr.
43 Presque -, ME
44 Dimly illuminated
46 Solitary sort
47 “Wake Up Little -”
(‘57 hit)
49 Card collection
50 Silverware city
51 From now on
52 Opening remark?
57 Wrap up
59 Place to pontificate
61 Unrefined
67 “Gracious me!”
68 Trinidad’s neighbor
71 Voltaire, for one
72 Reagan and Wilson
73 Teachers’ org.
74 O’Hara’s “From the -”

ERRORS | Programming Fixed
from front

who told the Census Bureau
he earned $ million a year
would be listed as having an
income of more than $,.
In other instances, some identifying characteristics, such as
age, are randomly changed,
though the overall average
remains the same. Both practices are widely accepted
among researchers and do not

affect the overall picture.
As an extra measure of
protection, the census often
will hire an outside contractor to “attack” the statistical
file before it’s released to see
if it anyone’s identity can be
discerned, Groves said.
“We have a very sacred
burden to protect identities,” he said. “We have given
our pledge that nothing we
ever do could identify who

75 Cal. page
76 Sag
77 Follow
81 “New Yorker”
cartoonist
82 Tend a fire
83 Macho types
85 Canada’s capital
87 Dovecote sounds
89 Soporific substance
91 With 31 Down,
‘58 Frankie Avalon hit
93 Qualified
95 Squirrel’s snack
97 “The A-Team” actor
100 Manipulate
101 Toque or tam
102 Hotelier Helmsley
108 Salivate
109 Silly Caesar
111 Basketball’s Elvin
112 Paint pigment
113 “All That -”
(‘79 film)
114 Toast topper
115 Prong
117 Eye appreciatively
118 Flatfish
119 Before long
120 Engrave
121 Mood
122 Kuwaiti ruler
123 Poor grades
125 Zipper part
126 - -Locka, FL
127 Form of comm.
128 Mine find
129 Incite Rover

JAC Card
Accepted We Deliver

a record belongs to. We
know if we ever violate that
pledge, the credibility of the
census would be destroyed,
and it would take decades to
rebuild.”
J. Trent Alexander, a
research scientist with the
Minnesota Population Center
and one of the paper’s authors,
said the best way to address
the problem is to put out a set
of corrected statistics.

* Full Coffee Bar
* Soups & Salad

$

1

00

OFF

Any
Sandwich Combo
600-E University Blvd.
Harrisonburg, VA

(540) 433-2867

Westport Village – Just steps from
Devon Lane, these 4 bedroom, 3 full
bathroom apartments boast 2 levels,
all appliances, 2 living rooms,
washer/dryer, and central Heat/AC.
Water included in rent! Only
$375/person! Available August 2010!

501 South High Street – Walk to
Memorial Hall! This 14 bedroom, 4
bathroom house can be rented as a
whole, or divided into three
completely separate apartments
with separate kitchens and
bathrooms! Large rooms, hardwood
floors, and Internet INCLUDED!
Across street from Greenberry’s!
MUST SEE!

with purchase of drink
*Exclude s bre akfast
Expire s 3/10/10

Hillmont Apartments – 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments built within the last 2 years
that include all appliances, including
dishwasher, stove, fridge, microwave,
disposal and FULL SIZE washer/dryer in
EVERY UNIT! Lots of storage space, great
location near shopping and dining! 1
bedroom only $525/month and 2
bedrooms only $700/month! MUST SEE!

250 West Water Street – Located down the street from
Memorial Hall, this 5 bedroom, 2 bathroom house has 2
kitchens, large bedrooms, and a large backyard area.
Off-street parking is also available! Only $300/person!
Available July 5, 2010!

116 North High Street – Walk to
downtown! This 4 bedroom, 2
bathroom house has hardwood
floors throughout, large bedrooms,
extra living space, and storage
areas. Off-street parking behind
the house! Only $350/person!
Available August 5, 2010!

1554 Devon Lane (Foxhills) – LAST
ONE LEFT! 4 bedroom, 2 bathroom
townhouse located at the center of the
Foxhills community. Large open
kitchen, 2 living rooms, central
heat/AC, and washer/dryer. GREAT
VALUE at $375/person! Available
August 10, 2010!

Hunters Ridge Townhouses
4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms
with central Heat/AC, all
appliances, and washer/dryer!
Furnished! Only $200/person!
Flexible Availability!

College Station – 4
bedroom, 2 bathroom
townhouses on three levels!
Central Heat/AC, all
appliances, washer/dryer.
Fully OR partially furnished!
Only $225/person!
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N e w, M o d e r n & Tr e n d y R e s t a u r a n t
Mon - Thurs 20% off with JAC card & student email address

Asian Fusion Tapas
Full Bar
Sushi

Valentine’s Special

The Breeze
is looking for a

6 Course Tasting Menu
$45/person 5 - 9 p.m.

We e k l y & N i g h t l y S p e c i a l s

open Mon - Sat

Full Menu

www.RestaurantBeyond.com
5 0 Wa t e r S t . ( d o w n t o w n H a r r i s o n b u r g )

540.432.0105

VIDEO EDITOR
&
ONLINE EDITOR
for next school year!
Apply NOW at
joblink.jmu.edu or e-mail
breezepress@gmail.com

Adult Bookstore and More...

Pamela’s Secrets
Adult Boutique

Lingerie

DVD Rentals

Adult
Novelties

DVD/VHS
Sales

Wigs

540-433-3366

30 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA

Store Hours:
Mon-Sat 10am-9pm
Sun 12-6pm
Must be 18 or older

Kama Sutra

Magazines

Gift
Certificates

Come check out our
Valentine's Day Specials

Novelty Store

Insense
Shoes

Happy Valentine’s Day
540-432-6403

3051 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Pamelassecrets.com

Hours: Mon-Thurs 10am-9pm
Fri-Sat 10am-10pm
Sun 12pm-7pm
Please Have Valid ID
*Must Be 18 or Older*

Valentine’s Special: Buy 2 $9.99 DVDs & get 2 Free Feb. 12-14

Life

Co-Ed Roommates on page 10

Editors Rachel Dozier & Drew Beggs E-mail breezearts@gmail.com
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with Corey Smith
By Rachel Dozier | The Breeze
How would you describe the
genre of music you play? It’s kind

tough to come up with a word for it. I
don’t like country. Half of the reason
I don’t like country music is it’s just
really over the top. The stuff you hear
on the radio is just all about putting
out music through a formula. You
know, people know what’s going to sell.
I’m from the South. I’m from a small
town. There’s a country element to my
music because of my country accent,
you know. I’m a songwriter before I’m a
performer, but I don’t like to be lumped
in that category. So I call myself
progressive country or southern rock.

How does it feel to perform in
the South versus the North or
out West? Well, the obvious thing

is that there’s more people, because
I’ve been performing here [the South]
longer. I really just try to be grateful,
and I’m happy to have a career playing
music. Wherever there’s a group of
people that want to hear my songs and
have a good time, I’m just really happy
— whether it’s 150 people or 7,000
people.

Do you write all of your songs?

All of ‘em. I’ve got six records, five
studio records, and I wrote and
produced all of it.

Is there a specific song you
like to perform the most? There

are certain songs that are certainly
more popular. Songs like “TwentyOne,” “If I Could Do It Again,” “Drinkin’
Again,” you know, the more rebellious,
nostalgic songs that are a lot of fun
to play, but they don’t necessarily
mean anything more than the others.

As an artist I think it’s important to
understand what the audience wants,
but I can’t let the audience affect how I
write because I write for myself, for my
own piece of mind. So you know what’s
popular and what’s meaningful don’t
always necessarily line up.

How would you describe
yourself? I mean, I’ve got a family. I

used to be a school teacher. I’m not the
typical artist. I dunno. That’s a pretty
big question there. I guess I’m still
figuring out who I am. I think we all are.

So you have a family? I have two
kids, 3 and 4. Two boys. A wife.
What’s it like to be away from
your family while on tour? Yeah,

it’s a very... it’s a sacrifice, but it’s
just like most fathers or most parents
in general in the work force — you
sacrifice to give your kids better lives.
I’m happy and privileged to be able
to make a living off of something that
I’m passionate about. Not everybody
can say that, so I’m grateful. I find that
when I’m on the road I have to stay
busy. I have to be writing, rehearsing,
exercising; I have to stay constantly
busy otherwise I can get really
bummed out.

photo courtesy of Corey Smith

Corey Smith performed last night at Wilson Hall. Bryan Elijah Smith, was Smith’s opener
for the night.

It’s an essential part of me being
healthy. It’s very cathartic.

to be happy to be where I am, and I
have to be in the best place I could
possibly be so when I get on stage.
However, are there places I enjoy going
to? Yeah, I enjoy going to New York
City, for example. Coming from a small
town and going to a massive city like
that it’s, uh, it kinda blows my mind
from all the stimulation; [it] gives me a
lot of things to write about.

What’s your favorite place to
stop and tour? I really don’t have a

Are there specific artists that
interest you and inspire you?

What does music mean to you?

favorite stop, and the reason for that
is that I approach each show the same
way, or I’m not going to perform the
best I can perform. So everyday I have

Definitely. There are different artists
at different points in my life. I’m even
starting to listen to classical music,
because the more that I learn about

No Thank You, For Smoking
Recent Controversy with Box Office Hit Approaches Topic of Smoking in Movies
By Rachel Dozier
The Breeze

“Who has my goddamn cigarette? Guys? What’s wrong with this
picture?”
This line was the audience’s introduction to the character of Dr. Grace
Augustine, played by Sigourney Weaver, in the box office hit “Avatar.”
But Dr. Augustine isn’t a “bad guy.”
There’s no plot twist where she turns
evil and tries to destroy the Na’vi tribe.
In fact, Dr. Augustine is the leader of
a team of scientists struggling to find
a peaceful, diplomatic solution to
destroying the native tribe’s forest.
Why then is she smoking? Aren’t bad
guys the only ones allowed to smoke in
the movies?
The coordinator of the film minor
within the media arts & design major at
JMU, Professor Charlie Turner, has seen
the evolution of smoking in the movies.
He says that before the late ’90s there
were three main reasons actors smoked
cigarettes.
The first was that tobacco companies would pay off movie producers
for product placement in high budget
pictures.
Cigarettes were also commonly used
from the ’30s through the ’60s. The
films from those times would depict
whatever was appropriate for the time
period. Smoking was a natural action
in that time. Even mothers and fathers
smoked regularly, so it was natural to
see a “good guy” in a movie lighting up
a cigarette.
Since the late ’90s, anti-smoking
campaigns have actively fought to keep
cigarettes out of movies. Even movies
in the late ’90s have leading characters,
such as Julia Roberts’ character in “My
Best Friend’s Wedding,” who not only
smoked but were known to be “stress
smokers” depicting the practice as
almost therapeutic.
According to director James Cameron in a statement to the New York

Times, Dr. Augustine’s character
smokes to show that she “doesn’t care
about the human body.” However, his
artistic decision in portraying her character did not amuse many anti-smoking
campaigns, including the Smoke-Free
Movies Campaign, which is working to
place an R rating on any movie with in
which the characters light up.

“There’s this very
negative projection of
smoking because of the
convincing power of
big screen dramas...”
Charlie Turner

media arts & design professor

According to the American Legacy
Foundation, smoking in movies with
a PG-13 rating or lower, like “Avatar,”
influences 200,000 children and adolescents to start smoking each year.

Turner has noticed progress being
made by anti-smoking campaigns.
“If you read the film reviews in the
New York Times and the Washington
Post, at the bottom they have the ratings
that usually say sex, violence and, these
days, it also says smoking,” Turner said.
“There’s this very negative projection
of smoking because of the convincing
power of big screen dramas to behave
in a certain way.”
Turner said, “If you were showing
it in a documentary context or like
Cameron said in a role where it is so
indigenous to a character’s personality, those kinds of rationales for doing
it, that I could understand; but when
you’re dealing with superstars in entertainment vehicles they are portrayed
heroically, and they have all the polish and lighting and make up; they are
being held as models for good behavior.
Consciously or unconsciously, young
adult audiences are influenced, and
if you also have all that visual potency in cigarette smoking it’s likely that
you’ll get that behavior imitated in the
audience.”

Film Ratings
Imaginarium of Doctor Parnassus

PG-13

Violence, adult situations, adult language, smoking

Nine

PG-13

Sexual situations, smoking

The Young Victoria
Avatar
Fantastic Mr. Fox

PG
PG-13
PG

Mild violence, adult language, sexual situations, smoking
Profanity, sexual situations, war violence, smoking
Mild violence, smoking

Since the late ’90s
movie ratings now
include smoking in
their reasoning. These
five recent films were
listed in the New York
Times.

music the more challenging I want it
to be. Like Aaron Copland for example
really challenges me when I listen
to him. I listen to Tupac to Lynyrd
Skynyrd.

Do you have any pre-show
traditions? I used to drink before

the shows and thought that was an
essential part of it. Now, you know, it’s
just all about the state of mind, and I
just try to focus on, you know, I might
be bummed out when I’m on the road
and I might be going through issues,
and for the two hours I’m performing
see Q&A, page 10

Michael Larrick | mike check

Dear Sarah, Can We
Watch the Russians
From Your House?

Hey, it’s me. I know you said to
never write or call you, but I just can’t
help myself. There’s just something
about you that makes me feel alive,
like everything’s going to be all right.
Maybe it’s those glasses or that look
in your eye when you made me shoot
that moose, or the way you laughed
when I cried hysterically after I did. I
just can’t put my finger on it.
After the 2008 election, I was scared
I’d never see
you again.
After everyone
said you were
the worst possible pick for
vice president
a n d t h e y ’d
rather attempt
living underwater than
have you be next in line for president,
I thought you were broken. You told
me you were going back to Alaska, forever, and that was the end of us. But
here you are now, showing them you
won’t leave without a fight.
How can I move on when I see you
everywhere I look? Whether it’s your
speeches or that literary masterpiece,
“Going Rogue,” where you successfully bitch for 432 pages about the plight
of the conservative woman being
bullied by the evil, liberal media, or
throwing yourself into the spotlight
anytime you get the chance, you just
won’t go away. Sometimes I think I’ll
never get over you, because you keep
coming back like a highlander of love,
and I’ll have to find an immortal on
Craig’s list to decapitate you so I can
live in peace.
It’s been hard without you here.
Sometimes I turn the SafeSearch off
on Google images and search your
name. Even though there’s a good
deal of clearly doctored photos done
by lonely and depraved individuals
who have dedicated hours of painstaking work to put your head on some
nude or gun-wielding body, it’s the

closest I can get to you and I’ll take
what I can get.
You’ve always been a go-getter,
and I think everyone else is starting
to see that now. I loved how you saw
the Tea Party movement, showed up
and made a speech like you’d been
there since the very beginning. A
true politician. I’m sure the Tea Party
supporters really appreciate you
swooping in and making yourself a
part of their program.
Remember when you ripped on
Obama for using a teleprompter?
That was a total burn. What kind of
jerk uses the most advanced version
of notes to aid him in giving an effective and well-structured speech? So
what did you do? You took the time to
write your main talking points on your
hand, like the blue-collared American
you are! You know who makes teleprompters? I don’t know either, but it’s
probably Japan or somewhere equally un-American. Don’t apologize for
being a hypocrite Sarah; there’s no
crime against being a patriot.
I hope the family is well. How is
Bristol? That scumbag Levi is on the
cover of Playgirl, slapping family values and Jesus right in the face with
his immoral photos. I mean, it’s cool
when Miss California 2009 Carrie Prejean has pornographic videos and you
defend her because she has the same
small-minded beliefs as yourself. That
I can understand. But Levi, how dare
he?
I just wanted to say that I miss you,
but I don’t expect anything back in
return. I wish we could spend this Valentine’s Day together, but it just wasn’t
meant to be. By the way, you left your
“Walker Texas Ranger Season 3” DVD
here. I’ll just leave it in the mailbox.
Love,
Michael xoxoxxoxoxoxo
Michael Larrick is a senior media
arts and design major, and a humor
columist at The Breeze.
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Q&A | Smith Wants to

Give JMU the Live
Experience

from page 9
I get to forget about all that.
And I get to focus on what the
next note is. When I of mind...
I might be bummed out when
I’m on the road, and I might be
going through issues, and for
the two hours I’m performing
I get to forget about all that.
When I focus on that and don’t
get caught up in that whole
pre-atmosphere or ego of it
all, I’m almost better.

What ideas do you have
for the future? Well, I’m

always writing songs, and my
goal is to continue writings

Co-Ed Roomates
The Fairfield Mirror

songs and to get them out
to people and get better at
communicating what I want to
communicate and to reach a
larger audience, so that I can
have more impact.

Do you have anything
to say to students at
JMU? Yeah, that I’m excited

to be there. I hope that they
come to the show, and their
troubles just kinda fade to
the background. I hope they
get the same thing out of the
show that I get and that’s just
a little piece of mind for a
little while. Just a good time,
you know?

My roommate Mike was
surprised when he opened
his housing assignment
letter before freshman year,
as he initially thought he was
assigned to be living with
two girls. With roommates
named “Casey” and “Taylor,”
it’s easy to understand his
mistake.
But at more than 30
colleges across the nation,
the idea of men and women
sharing a dorm room is not
so surprising.
More colleges are now
offering gender-neutral
housing for students who
want to live with members
of the opposite sex. Wheaton
College in Massachusetts

just approved a genderneutral housing proposal
on their campus. Columbia
University is considering a
similar option.
The argument behind
gender-neutral housing
is that students are not
necessarily comfortable
living with members of
the same sex. According
to the National Student
Genderblind Campaign,
an organization devoted to
establishing gender-neutral
housing at universities,
many gay, bisexual, and
transgender students may
feel uncomfortable living
with members of the same
sex.
There is still
discrimination against gays
and transgender people.
Giving people the option
to live with members of the
opposite sex allows them
to live in an environment
where they’re most
comfortable.
Opposition stems from
the fear that allowing men
and women to live together
would allow couples to live
together. While the idea
of students being allowed
to live with their girlfriend
or boyfriend may sound
appealing at first, in reality I
can think of few people who
would actually choose this.
There is also opposition
because it may lead to an
increase in sexual violence.
Just because a man is living
with a woman doesn’t mean
that he is going to attack or
rape her. Additionally, with
same-sex roommates, there
is still the possibility that
somebody could commit
violence against a member
of their own sex.
People should be given
the opportunity to live
with whomever they want,
regardless of gender. A
man and a woman can live
together without being in a
sexual relationship.
I know plenty of women
that I wouldn’t mind having
as a roommate. I can also
think of couples who spend
so much time sleeping over
at each other’s place that
they practically live together
anyway.

pennybackers

1800s Building, New Food
from front

East Water Street. Before housing the restaurant, the building
was home to the George Washington Inn and the Blue Swan
Tavern. Naming it after its original owner in the 1850’s, Derrick
Pennybacker, the Browns tried
to incorporate a little bit of
building’s background into this
new restaurant.
The two-story building has
wooden floorboards, which
customers feel creaking as people move about. The walls are
exposed brick, showing wear
and tear over the years. Along
the walls hang slightly dim lantern-like lights. In addition, the
Harrisonburg Historical Society
donated turn-of-the-century
photographs of scenes around
downtown. On display are images of the Pennybacker building
and the JMU campus. The entire
space is only about 13 feet wide,
creating a intimate atmosphere
between customers and staff.
“When we were planning the
restaurant, we wanted this to be
a place for students, townies and
everyone to come in and experience a little bit of Harrisonburg,”
said Chris Brown, co-owner and
brother of Ted Brown, “It’s a nice
little date or study spot.”
Though the menu features
mainly original sandwiches,
there are other more interesting
choices. For example, Pennybackers offers grilled cheese
sandwiches with a twist. Instead
of it being a slice of American
cheese on white bread, they offer
six kinds of cheeses on three
different breads, making a multitude of possible combinations.
In addtion, Pennybackers has a
variety of salads to choose from.
They vary from a Caesar salad to
the Hay Penny, with avocados,
artichoke hearts, mushrooms,
cucumbers, cherry tomatoes,
red onions and mixed greens.
Richmond said, “Right now,
we’re getting all of our food
through a food distributor, but
when we get more into the
spring and summer, we’re going
to get our produce from local
farmer’s markets.” Richmond
added, “[Ted and Tammy] really went top shelf on our food.
When we got our first food shipment, all of the kitchen workers

got really excited when they saw
all of the meats and cheeses.
They said ‘Oooh,’ and couldn’t
wait to play with it.”
According to Brown, their
most popular menu item is their
signature sandwich, the Pennybacker. It contains four types
of meats — roast beef, turkey,
bacon and hickory ham — along
with traditional sandwich toppings like Swiss cheese, lettuce
and tomato. What sets this masterpiece apart from your average
carnivore sandwich is their original Pennybacker sauce. It has a
taste of wasabi and horse radish,
but not to the point where it’s
an overwhelming attack of heat,
like one would get as a side to a
California roll.
Another gem on the menu is
the Hawaiian sandwich. Served
on Ciabatta bread, the Hawaiian
contains hickory ham, Muenster cheese, mixed greens and
optional banana peppers, glazed
in a citrus pepper sauce. Of
course, it wouldn’t be a Hawaiian-themed sandwich if it didn’t
have pineapple slices. The bread
of the sandwich is served warm
and soft. What really makes the
dish work exceptionally well
is the symphony of flavor that
is the pineapple harmonizing with the ham and accented
by the citrus pepper sauce and
muenster cheese. It assaults all
of the major taste areas — sweet
from the pineapple, sour and
spicy from the citrus pepper
sauce, salty from the cheese and
savory from the ham. Altogether,
the Hawaiian is perfectly orchestrated, and is not to miss on the
Pennybackers menu.
There are excellent things in
the works for Pennybackers in
the coming months. Brown said,
“We are planning to open up the
roof for outdoor dining in the
spring time. There’s going to be a
Tiki bar, and we’re going to have
a stage set up for live music.” He
hopes that some of these special
features, along with the addition
of a television for the upstairs,
will draw in more customers.
Pennybackers provides a getaway from the usual late-night
bar and party scene. Pull up a
chair on your next downtown
visit and find some pennies
while you wait.

UN-FRIEND THE FLU
The flu season is far from over. If you haven’t been vaccinated for the H1N1 flu virus,
now is the time. It’s very important for your own health and for those around you.
Visit

H1N1GET1.COM
and enter your zip code to find a
vaccination location near you.

© Copyright 2010 Virginia Department of Health. All rights reserved.

Or call

877.275.8343
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Running Toward Success
Cross Country

Nobles Is Fourth JMU Runner to Earn CAA Rookie of the Year Recognition
By Matt O’Toole
The Breeze

JMU freshman Stacey Nobles was
Colonial Athletic Association Rookie of
the Year for cross country. Now in track
season, she is training for Eastern College
Athletic Conference championships on
Saturday.
Nobles started simply — running
around her neighborhood in elementary
school.
“I ran a couple 1-miles around my
house when I was in elementary school
and then I moved up to the 5K in middle,”
Nobles said.
During high school at Ocean Lakes in
Virginia Beach, cross country coach Mike
Nestor tried to convince Nobles to continue running. But Nobles had played field
hockey in middle school, and the two
sports are during the same season.
After persistent persuading from
Nestor, Nobles was convinced.
“I started cross country and was pretty

good at it, so I stuck with it,” she said.
During her senior year at Ocean Lakes,
Nobles became the third South-Hampton-area female to capture the state cross
country title, and her team was a 4-time
Beach District champion (2005-2008) and
an East Region champion (2008). Nobles
still goes back during breaks to run with
the team at the Seashore State Park.
JMU cross country coach Dave Rinker
credited much of Nobles’ first-year success to how easily she adjusted to running
at the collegiate level.
“One of the biggest things about Stacey was she adapted very quickly to the
type of training we did,” said the ninthyear coach.
Nobles placed fourth in the conference tournament and 32nd in the NCAA
Southeast Regional Championship.
She said with the type of training and
conditioning Rinker provides, she felt
her running has improved since high
see NOBLES, page 13

Patrick Haggerty / File Photo

Above Freshman Stacey
Nobles runs in the CAA
championships in October.
Nobles finished fourth
overall and second for JMU.
Right Nobles has been
running since elementary
school and is an education
major.

Jake Thiewes / the breeze

Analysis

JMU Shuts Down CAA Star in Win Over Drexel
By Wes Shaw
contributing writer

Dawn Evans made yet another statement with her play Monday — this
time in front of the Colonial Athletic
Association’s all-time leading scorer.
Drexel (8-3 in CAA, 14-8 overall)
senior forward Gabriela Marginean
surpassed JMU’s Tamera Young (’07)
as the all-time leading scorer in
January.
In Madison’s (8-3, 18-4) first meeting with the Dragons since Young’s
mark was broken, Evans showed why
the CAA crown will likely return to
Harrisonburg by the time the junior’s
career at JMU ends.

“I think Nikki is one of
the best freshman in the
league. Her stats won’t
say it, but she helps our
offense just run smoother.”
Kenny Brooks

JMU women’s basketball coach

As of Monday, Evans’ 1,668 career
points put her less than 700 behind
Marginean, whose NCAA eligibility
will run out after this season. Evans,
a Clarksville, Tenn., native posted 738
points last season and is well on pace
to eclipse that mark this season.
Before dropping 31 points in JMU’s
73-56 victory over defending CAA
champion Drexel, a sprained right
ankle had Evans unsure if she’d be
able to play in Monday’s contest.
JMU coach Kenny Brooks knew his
point guard would do all she could
for a chance to go head-to-head with
Marginean, the defending CAA Player of the Year, but needed reassurance

that playing in Monday’s game would
not jeopardize Evans’ health for the
future.
“I made her pinky-promise me that
she would be honest with me,” Brooks
said. “When you have three daughters, you have to pinky-promise a lot.
So I made her pinky-promise with me
that she was going to be honest and let
me know how she felt, so therefore we
can get her in and out of the game and
get her some rest.”
Evans was not hampered by the
injury, as she notched her 15th career
30-point game in just 33 minutes
Monday night. It was arguably her
best individual performance since a
JMU record-tying 38-point effort in
a December win over U.Va. She went
11-of-19 from the field and 7-of-10 from
beyond the arc against Drexel.
Drexel coach Denise Dillon prepared for the Dukes all week, as if
Evans would be in their starting lineup, knowing a competitor of her
caliber wouldn’t miss such a meaningful game.
“No, not for a second,” Dillon said,
when asked if she believed Evans’
ankle injury would cause her to sit out
the game. “This time of year, you don’t
miss games, so I knew she would be
out there.”
Marginean only had 14 points on
4-of-16 shooting in the losing effort
Monday, thanks in large part to the
defense of JMU freshman forward
Nikki Newman.
“I was really excited [to defend her],
knowing she’s one of their best players, averaging a lot of points,” Newman
said. “I just wanted to go out and a
make a point, I guess.”
Brooks had high praise for the Harrisonburg native, though previously
perceived by many as nothing more
than a role player at the D-I level.
“I thought she did a great job tonight

on Marginean,” said JMU’s eighth-year
coach. “She’s our best defender and
one of our smartest players. The game
comes naturally to her, and now she’s
understanding that this isn’t [Turner
Ashby High School] anymore.
“I think Nikki’s one of the best freshman in the league. Her stats won’t say
it, but she helps our offense just run
smoother.”
While Newman’s effect on the Dukes
may not show up in the box score,
Brooks said he’s close to the point
where he feels he needs to have her on
the court.
“I’m just going out and playing and

doing what I can to help my team out,”
Newman said. “I just want to play my
game.
“There’s not that many times I get
over five points, I don’t think, or if I
even shoot in a game. So whether I
score or not, it’s not a big deal. There’s
a lot of girls around me who can score
the ball.”
With Monday’s win over Drexel, the
Dukes surpassed the Dragons in conference standings, moving into third
in the CAA.
Emmie Cleveland of The Breeze
contributed to this story’s reporting.

Nate carden / the breeze

Drexel senior forward Gabriela Marginean (left), the CAA’s all-time leading scorer,
was held to just 14 points against JMU on Monday. JMU junior Dawn Evans had 31.
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games
this week
men’s basketball

n VCU @ JMU

Saturday, 6 p.m.

The Rams are last season’s
CAA champions.

CAA Weekly
Honors

n Swim & Dive

Swimmer of the Week: Beth Feather
Diver of the Week: Jessie Everett

Men’s Basketball

Dukes Don’t
Protect This
House

By Mike Kaplan
The Breeze

Home-court advantage is a phrase
no longer applicable at the Convocation
Center for JMU men’s basketball.
For the second time in eight days, the
Dukes suffered an embarrassing 20-point
blowout to a Colonial Athletic Association opponent on their home floor.
Old Dominion dominated the Dukes
64-44 Wednesday night, dealing them a
fourth straight loss. Madison (10-15 overall, 3-11 in CAA) has now dropped eight
of its last 10 games.
“I think that was an example of a really
good basketball team playing a team that
is not quite as good,” JMU coach Matt
Brady said after the loss. The Monarchs
“know exactly what they want to do. My
guys don’t even sometimes know how to
tie their sneakers at this point.”
After an excruciating defeat at the
hands of visitor Hofstra last Wednesday,
Brady said he wasn’t surprised by his
team’s lackluster performance, only the
fact the team let it happen at home.
One week and a repeat performance
later, Brady seemed like a coach resigned
to realism.
JMU and ODU “are in different places this season,” Brady said. “... As much
as I’d like to think we can compete with
them, you know what, in a three- or fiveor seven-game series, we can’t.”
Although each team heading in opposite directions in the standings, it figured
to be a more competitive game considering what happened the last time these
two met. In January at Norfolk, JMU forward Julius Wells’ last second 3-pointer
rimmed out, allowing the Monarchs
(19-7, 11-3) to squeak by with a 74-72
victory.
The most glaring difference between
the two contests was Wells’ performance.
In the first meeting, the sophomore was
virtually unguardable, with season-highs
in points (29) and 3-pointers (7). Wednesday night, he had six points on 1-for-11
shooting. He finished without a 3-point
make for the first time all season.
“They made sure they didn’t leave
me at all,” the sophomore swingman
said. “Throughout the game, they tried
to make me uncomfortable as much as
they could. To their advantage, it worked
a lot. I just felt uncomfortable most of the
night on the court.”
ODU’s defense, ranked the best in the
CAA, frustrated the Dukes all night.
The Monarchs swarmed Wells on the
perimeter and tossed multiple bodies
at leading scorer Denzel Bowles in the
paint. Bowles admitted feeling physically
worn down. The only Duke in doublefigures, Bowles finished with 14 points
and 10 rebounds, both team bests.
The Monarchs’ strategy to focus
exclusively on Bowles and Wells practically dared another Duke to step up and
make them pay. However, as has often
been the case this season, no other player seemed poised to take the challenge.
“We need [Bowles and Wells] to be
really, really, really good in order for us
to have a fighting chance, because we
don’t have a lot of other scoring options,”
Brady said.
The Monarchs came at Madison with
a balanced scoring attack. Senior center
Gerald Lee led all scorers with 18 points
on 7-for-13 shooting.
JMU’s lone bright spot occurred in the
game’s opening minutes. Senior Pierre
Curtis drove down the lane and found
freshman Trevon Flores, who connected on an open jumper. The assist moved
Curtis past Joe Pfahler (1972-76) into
sole possession of the program’s all-time
assists record (421). After the play, Curtis smiled and pointed to a very special
person sitting in the stands.
“I just pointed at my daughter, you
know, just ’cause she’s my inspiration
right now,” Curtis said.
It was a night of mixed emotions
for the Denver, Colo., native. The most
experienced Duke was visibly upset by
the loss, and echoed coach Brady’s sentiments after the game.
“Honestly, I can’t tell you what has
happened the last two home games,” he
said.
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Only Raw Bar in Harrisonburg
Catering Available
Come join us for
Valentine’s Day!
Full Menu on
www.finniganscove.com
Happy Hour
Appetizer Specials

Free wireless internet!
Live Entertainment

Huge Sandwich Menu
Fresh Burgers Chicken
Hotdogs
Po Boy
Ham&Turkey, and more...

Reggie Ware Blues Band
Friday, Feb. 12th

Mon&Thurs Wings - 35 c
eat in only
Salads
Vegetarian Dishes
Fresh fish and steak

Todd Schlabach
Friday, Feb. 19th

Tuesday/Sunday
crablegs 13.99/lb
Wed Oysters

Flipside
Friday, Feb. 26th

Raw or Steamed

7.00/Doz (after 4pm)
30 W. Water St. Harrisonburg
7 Days a Week 11am - 2am
433 - 9874

Suzanne McHenry is no feather in the wind.
Every day, she rises with the sun to run with the homeless.
Every day, she’s feeding her life, her career and her future.

Feed your future at www.pwc.tv

» breezejmu.org

5am McHenry

YOUR SOURCE FOR
BREAKING NEWS,
WEB EXCLUSIVES,
SLIDESHOWS,
VIDEOS
AND MORE

© 2010 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. “PricewaterhouseCoopers” refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (a Delaware limited liability partnership) or, as the
context requires, the PricewaterhouseCoopers global network or other member firms of the network, each of which is a separate and independent legal entity. We are proud to
be an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Governor's Fellows Program
Program Goals
T h e h i s t o r i c a n d p r e s t i g i o u s Vi r g i n i a G o v e r n o r ' s F e l l o w s P r o g r a m
offers a select group of outstanding and highly motivated individuals the opportunity to experience firsthand the administration of
state government in the Commonwealth. Established in 1982, the
Governor's Fellows Program brings exceptional students with
creative ideas to state government — an experience that often leads
to careers in public service.
Eligibility Requirements
Qualified applicants must be graduating college seniors or enrolled
as degree candidates in a graduate or professional school. Applic a n t s m u s t b e e n r o l l e d i n a Vi r g i n i a c o l l e g e o r u n i v e r s i t y o r m u s t
b e a Vi r g i n i a r e s i d e n t i f e n r o l l e d i n a n o u t - o f - s t a t e i n s t i t u t i o n .
They must also have a demonstrated commitment to excellence in
a c a d e m i c s , p r o v e n l e a d e r s h i p a b i l i t y, a n d i n v o l v e m e n t i n e x t r a c u r ricular activities and community service. The selection of Fellows
will be based solely on merit, without regard to race, sex, national
o r i g i n , r e l i g i o n , a g e , d i s a b i l i t y, o r p o l i t i c a l a f f i l i a t i o n .
Length of Program
F e l l o w s w i l l b e r e q u i r e d t o w o r k f u l l - t i m e i n Vi r g i n i a s t a t e g o v e r n m e n t . T h e 2 0 1 0 G o v e r n o r ' s F e l l o w s P r o g r a m w i l l b e g i n M o n d a y,
J u n e 7 , 2 0 1 0 a n d c o n t i n u e t h r o u g h F r i d a y, J u l y 3 0 , 2 0 1 0 .
Assignments
Participants are placed in different positions in the Governor's
Office and in various agencies throughout the Executive Branch.
The program attempts to match Fellows with compatible assignments according to background, interests and future goals.
Funding
State funds are not allocated for the Governor's Fellows Program.
However, in previous years, colleges and universities have distributed stipends to the Fellows selected from their institutions. Institutions are urged to make summer grants available. Applicants who
will require financial assistance in order to participate in the
program should discuss this matter with school officials before
applying.
O f f i c e o f t h e S e n i o r Vi c e P r e s i d e n t f o r S t u d e n t A f f a i r s a n d U n i v e r sity Planning 568-3685.
Application
The deadline for applying online for the 2010 Fellows Program is

March 5, 2010.
For application and additional information please see this website:
h t t p : / / w w w. g o v e r n o r . v i r g i n i a . g o v / O u r C o m m o n w e a l t h / G o v e r n o r s F e l l o w s /
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NOBLES | Another Asset for Dukes
from page 11

school.
“I figured I would be up there,
but I mean my time at conference was a lot faster than I had
expected to be running,” Nobles
said. “I had never lifted weights
before, and it definitely helped
with my conditioning.”
During practices, Nobles likes
to run the last 200 meters in
imaginary glory for motivation.
“I like to run the last 200
meters of the course and

imagine winning the Olympics
and then the world championships,” Nobles said. “My friends
and I would always do it. I still
do it when I get a chance.”
Even though she was named
Rookie of the Year in December,
Nobles still claims her biggest
accomplishment was when she
won the state title in the 4x800
meter relay her senior year in
high school.
“It was such a good moment,”
Nobles said. “We had been running together all four years,

and it was something we had
been trying to get all along and
to get it our senior year was
memorable.”
From the team’s perspective, Nobles is a vital part of the
Dukes’ success this year.
“She’s definitely an asset.
Being a freshman and placing
fourth in the conference is awesome,” said senior Alison Parris,
who placed third. “Her work
ethic as a freshman is really
good, and we are fortunate she
came to JMU.”

(commentary)

Tim Chapman | yeah. . . I said it

Felony Charges Seem a Bit Much
By Tim Chapman
The Breeze

Kathy Landis isn’t afraid to
speak her mind. The D-hall veteran can be found pouring her
freshly made smoothies every
morning, while telling “her
football
players” her
latest
thoughts
on the
upcoming
season.
In the
last year
she has also taken a liking to
the rejuvenated men’s basketball program. So it came as no
surprise that her feelings on the
famous felony snowball charges
came flowing out as quickly as a
banana smoothie.
“I think it’s a bunch of
bullcrap,” Landis said when
approached during warm-ups
before Wednesday’s game.
On the surface, it’s hard to
not agree with her. Felonies for
throwing snow?!
The caretaker of many JMU
athletes then yelled down to
walk-on guard Ryan Knight,
one of the two JMU students
charged with throwing a “missile” at moving vehicles. Knight,
dressed in street clothes — he’s
injured and indefinitely suspended — quickly spun around
to smile and wave back to Landis and D-Hall dessert-specialist
Betty Lou Bowers.
Though receptive to well-

wishers, Knight was in no mood
to speak with the press. Neither
was fellow suspect and basketball team manager Charles Gill.
They’ve likely been advised to
not speak until their court proceedings are final, and that’s
probably for the best.
Thanks to Web sites like the
Smoking Gun and Drudge
Report and radio giant Rush
Limbaugh, the story will be
played out in media outlets at
home and abroad. Anything the
21-year-olds say could be twisted. At least for now, they have
public opinion behind them.
Limbaugh found the felony
charges ridiculous, as did local
radio personality and JMU playby-play man Mike Shickman.
Blogs all over the country are
enjoying the fun play-on-words
headlines while denouncing the
charges.
I wasn’t there; in fact I was
probably elsewhere throwing
snowballs at cars (I’m lucky
to have no athleticism and no
arm, so I missed).
But it’s hard to know what
to believe after the Harrisonburg Police spokeswoman had
to clarify details of the incident
after first describing the “missiles” as just snowballs. A day
later she said that shovels worth
of snow were also tossed on the
windshields.
Don’t get me wrong, a crime
is a crime, and the two students
deserve a punishment, but one
that fits the crime — community service, maybe plowing? It’s
highly unlikely they were trying
to maliciously wound the plow

driver or the police. To possibly
take away their voting rights, on
top of other things lost when
convicted of a felony, would be
absurd.
If the latest police release
is accurate, the students are
incredibly stupid for throwing
snow into the officer’s car. Harrisonburg cops aren’t exactly
known for giving rowdy students
the benefit of the doubt, so you
can’t push your luck.
But I can’t help picturing the
officer overreacting instead of
trying to diffuse the situation
and enlighten the students
to the law with a stern warning. (Distracting a driver on
icy roads can be extremely
dangerous).
I don’t want to generalize
about police officers, because
I’m very fond of a few at JMU
who probably would have handled this situation far more
amicably. But this responding
officer has only perpetuated the
zealous stereotype and made
Harrisonburg a laughing stock
all over the country and even in
the United Kingdom.
If the Commonwealth’s attorney has any sense, he/she will
quickly reduce the charges and
let the incident serve as a lesson
to all snow-play enthusiasts. If
the state of Virginia has any
sense, it will take a closer look
at this vague “missile” wording
in its law.
Again, I wasn’t there, and I
don’t know how far Knight and
Gill took this, but for now I’m
with Kathy… this stinks of cattle dung.
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Classifieds
Devon Lane Townhome. 3
Bedroom. 1.5 bath. August
2010. 540-435-7861
3 bedroom townhouse quiet area
with character, 2 and half baths,
basement, bike storage, deck,
furnished. walk to class. August.
$325. each. 1103 mt view (540)
383-9041
8 bedroom house Old South
High. Very nice house.
2 kitchens 3 baths. Pets.
Basement. Off street parking.
$295/ room (540) 810-3632
6 bedroom house Elizabeth
Street. Much nicer than average
rental. 2 kitchens. 2 baths. Pets.
$320 (540) 810-3632

5 BR 3 BA fully furnished
townhouses on Mountain
View Drive. Walking distance.
Available July or August 2010.
$1,625. (540) 828-0464.
2 Roomates Needed Privatelyowned Hunters Ridge condo,
4bed/2bath, fully furnished, new
dishwasher and fridge, all utilities
included $325/mo jonesmr@jmu.
edu (757) 353-1743

Roomate needed to share 4/4.5 at
Stone Gate. $479 per month. Call
540-442-4496 for details.
2 BR walking distance with
water, sewer, trash, heat.
included. $750/month. Available
July 1. (540) 828-0464.
3 Bedroom Duplex, 1 1/2
baths, W/ D, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, available 8/1/10,
walking distance, behind Buffalo
Wild Wings, $1050. (540)-8280464

Nags Head 4-Month Student
Summer Rentals, May-Aug,
seabreezerealty.com (252) 2556328
4 Bedroom Town House Old
downtown Harrisonburg. Within
walking distance of JMU.
Washer and dryer included.
Lease June 1, 2010- May 31,
2011. $900/ Month. Call (540)
271-1952.

BARTENDING $300/
POTENTIAL
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY. TRAINING
AVAILABLE 1-800-965-6520
EXT212

BARTENDING CLASSES
jiggersbartendingschool.com,
ﬂexible schedules & payment
plans (540) 560-7971
survey takers needed Make $5$25 per survey. GetPaidToThink.
com.
Dancers Wanted Paradise City
State Rt 259 Mathias Wva Open
Thur 7-1am Fri 7-2:30am Sat
7-2:30am Must be 18 to enter
BYOB (540) 333-2501
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Become
a Breeze
Reporter
Today!
e-mail

breezenews@gmail.
com

Attention Hospitality Students
Lighthouse Resort Services, the
Premiere Resort Management
Company on the northern Outer
Banks, is now hiring students to
participate in their 2010 Summer
Internship Program. We are
seeking out individuals who
have an energetic personality,
a positive attitude and most
importantly, the desire and
motivation to SPEND THE
ENTIRE SUMMER LIVING
AT THE BEACH!! For more
information please visit www.
lighthouseresortservices.com or
you may contact us directly at
info@lighthouseresortservices.
com.

PREGNANT ? Thinking about
adoption as an option? I am
looking to adopt. I am a nurse
living in Northern Virginia for
the last 23 years. Please take a
moment to visit my website at
www.babyloveva.com to learn
more.
Please contact me at 1-571-8823533 or e-mail at babyloveva1@
yahoo.com

Do you want to be a video pro?

Come join The Breeze
videographers today.
Contact breezevideo1@gmail.com for more information.

» breezejmu.org

Valentines for Couples! Jiu-Jitsu
for COUPLES on Valentine’s
Day weekend
info www.harrisonburgdojo.
com/events (540) 433-7300
(540) 433-7300

House For Rent 4 bedrooms,
2 baths, kitchen, living room,
dining room, storage basement
w/ washer-dryer, plus back yard.
2 blocks from campus. 82 West
Grattan St. (540) 810-8290
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